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An IMMACULATE collection of ELEGANT,
GLAMOROUS and SPARKLING spaces

Out of the blue

POWDER ROOM

design notes

Watery colour is the starting point
for a tranquil powder room.
STORY Jackie Brygel | P HOTOG R A P HY Simon Whitbread

Inspiration for this dreamy escape came
easily to residential design agency Your
Beautiful Home. Located in a new house
on the South Coast of New South Wales,
the guest pamper zone pays tribute to the
seascape, courtesy of its standout hue.
“The home is by the beach in a bushland
coastal community,” says Your Beautiful
Home’s Anna Williams. “The powder room
is small and we wanted to inject some wow

into it while keeping it serene and calming.”
That said, the design team didn’t want to
make it “coastal in a predictable or cliched
way”, says Your Beautiful Home interior
designer Nerida Thorburn.
Encasing the walls in Walter G ‘Meiro’
wallpaper was an inspired decision. “The
colours of the wallpaper reflect the palette
for the home,” says Nerida. “The scale of
the print also works really well.”

VANITY Custom American

oak shelf, Loughlin Furniture.
BASIN Boat basin in Mez,
Slabshapers.
TAPWARE Lucia basin mixer
set in Brushed Nickel, Abey.
WALL TILES Jericho limestone
tiles laid in cobblestone format
for splashback, Eco Outdoor.
WALLPAPER Meiro wallpaper
in Marine, Walter G.
MIRROR Arch rattan mirror,
Byron Bay Hanging Chairs.
LIGHTING Sperone wall light,
Bastille and Sons.
ACCESSORIES Vase and
object, Papaya.

A nature-inspired palette was chosen.
“There are stone floors and splashback, a
timber bench and a concrete basin with
nickel tapware,” says Nerida. “The cane
mirror and raffia wall light reflect the
coastal location, too.” Adds Anna: “Its
natural tones and textures make this room
feel warm and welcoming.”

Your Beautiful Home
yourbeautifulhome.com.au.

H^G l a u n d r i e s

T E X T U R A L T RIU MPH
Befitting its setting, this laundry is a prime example of tactile style at its best.
STORY Jackie Brygel | P HOTOG R A P HY Simon Whitbread

Catering to a beach-loving family, the
laundry in this holiday home on the NSW
South Coast was always going to be robust
and functional. But the team at residential
design agency Your Beautiful Home was
also intent on imbuing the room with a firm
sense of materiality and detail.
“The laundry didn’t need to be big, but it
had to be able to handle wet beach towels
and sandy clothes,” says Anna Williams,
owner of Your Beautiful Home. “We didn’t
want anything too perfect, just a space that
was good looking and low maintenance.”
The room features a wonderful melange
of materials. From the crazy-paving stone
flooring to the timber-look cabinetry and
speckled-blue subway wall tiles, the design
elements encapsulate the brief.
“The material palette is consistent with
the rest of the home,” says interior designer
Nerida Thorburn. “The floor is superdurable, the warm timber tone of the joinery
was chosen to reflect the coastal bushland
setting and the blue tiles add a splash of
colour that makes the space feel welcoming.”
Best of all, the laundry has everything
you need for a holiday home. “There’s space
for a vacuum cleaner and broom, a washing
machine and dryer, two hamper drawers,
cupboards for cleaning products and a
hanging rail,” says Nerida. “Beautiful
leather wall hooks complete the look and
provide additional storage for dog leads,
beach towels and baskets.”

Your Beautiful Home
yourbeautifulhome.com.au.

LAUNDRY

design notes

JOINERY Custom-made with Navurban
veneer in The Oaks, New Age Veneers.
DOOR HARDWARE Metal recessed pulls,
MadeMeasure.
BENCHTOP Smartstone in Nieve White.
SINK AXA ‘Prisma Trough’ basin, Reece.
WALL TILES Speckled Blue tiles,
Tiles By Kate.
FLOORING Luca crazy pavers, Eco Outdoor.
PAINT Dulux Lexicon Quarter.
APPLIANCES Bosch.
ACCESSORIES Hanging Drying Rack in
White, George & Willy. Leather full-coat
hooks in Saddle Tan, MadeMeasure.
JOINER Luxe Joinery.
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